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1. JSIAM2010 Annual Convention, Outstanding Presentation Award, **Jun Mitani** 2010. (in Japanese)
3. WISS2010, Best Paper Award, Nobuyuki Umetani, Kenshi Takayama, Jun Mitani, Takeo Igarashi, 2010
4. SBIM, Best Paper Award, Manfred Lau, Greg Saul, Jun Mitani, and Takeo Igarashi, 2010
5. 9th NICOGRAPH Spring Convention, Outstanding Paper Award, Naoya Tsuruta, Jun Mitani, Hiroyuki Kanamori, Yukio Fukui, 2010. (in Japanese)
9. 8th NICOGRAPH Spring Convention, Best Poster Award, Yosuke Furuta, Jun Mitani, Takeo Igarashi, Yukio Fukui, 2009. (in Japanese)
10. 8th NICOGRAPH Spring Convention, Outstanding Poster Award, Jun Mitani, 2009. (in Japanese)